In this article we propose the use of geostationary relay satellites for interactive Earth observation in real time for small satellite missions. This would provide interactive link times of at least 50 minutes during every orbit rather than those max. 7 minutes link times available for paths over ground stations. However, a drawback of such real-time communication via relay satellites is that the round-trip time of up-and downlink easily exceeds one second. This is because the large distances between spacecraft and ground segment to the relay satellite already make up a round-trip time of at least 0.5 seconds. In order to get as close as possible to this physical limit, we propose to split up the up-and downlink transmission to the relay satellite using two different ground segments. The crucial point of our concept is to minimize the time delay between the Downlink Ground Segment (DGS) and the User Observation Center (UOC). This is accomplished by physically locating the DGS as close as possible to the UOC. This may imply the Uplink Ground Segment (UGS) and the DGS to be several hundred kilometers apart. Furthermore we propose to split the transmitted payload data from the satellite into critical and non-critical data packets thereby eliminating redundancies.
INTRODUCTION
Improved payload technology together with lower project costs have significantly expanded the fields of application for small satellites. For interactive Earth observation missions a conservative solution would require a network of ground stations across the globe. For a small satellite mission the cost of such a ground station network would easily amount to several times the cost of the satellite alone, thus exceeding the very limited financial budget of small satellites missions. However, an interactive observation mission with small satellites could be accomplished quite easily by employing a geostationary satellite as relay. This concept is already been used for large spacecrafts (Shuttle) and satellites (Spot 4 or EnviSat [3] ). A major drawback of current intersatellite communication architectures is the delay time from the ground segment to the spacecraft and back again. This so-called round-trip time can add up to several seconds due to computation, hardware and protocols involved [2] .
The communication architecture proposed here tries to achieve both long-duration links of a minimum of 50 minutes/orbit and round-trip times of less than one second. In the following we demonstrate how the round-trip time can be minimized in such a way that interactive real-time observation becomes possible. This concept has been developed for and is applied in the small satellite project BayernSat [1] , which is currently under construction at the Institute of Astronautics at Technische Universität München. The RS has a strong impact on both the communication concept of the satellite and that of the GS. In particular the RS restricts the available downlink data rate, which in turn sets the limits for the real-time communication. Since small satellite systems usually have to be small, cheap, and light weight, and the employed RS system can not be altered to their requirements, our approach is to reconsider the ground segment architecture.
Earth observation missions are characterized by the fact that the UOC, which processes the payload data, usually is not located at the GS, providing the link to the RS. Therefore a Wide Area Network (WAN) is necessary to connect the widely separated GS and UOC in order to transmit command data to the satellite and payload data from the OP. This WAN connection is a critical element with regard to delay time. This is due Earth observation communication is characterized by the fact that the downlink band width is several times bigger than the uplink band width. This asymmetry can be as high as 50 : 1. This asymmetry becomes even more important with respect to the time delay when the many conversions of protocols are taken into account. In order to optimize the asymmetry with respect to minimum overall time delay, it is reasonable to split the up-and downlink and use two different ground segments. By routing the high downlink data rates directly to the UOC only one conversion from the space protocol to the terrestrial protocol is required. The delay time upon downlink caused by the WAN is thus eliminated. Figure 2 displays the split up-and downlink to the separate ground stations. The command data is sent via WAN to the Uplink Ground Segment (UGS), as in the conventional architecture, and then relayed via RS to the satellite with an approximate data rate of 30 kbit/s. The effects of time delay caused by using WAN are minimal due to the high data capacity and quality of service provided by such a data link. The OP transmits its observation data with a rate of 1.0 Mbit/s (S-band) via RS directly to the Downlink Ground Segment (DGS). The DGS is located close to UOC, thus making a WAN transmission obsolete. The payload data is directly fed into the UOC making only one protocol conversion necessary. This reduces the time delay caused by the read-in of large data volumes as described before. This transmission path can be provided by the relay satellite provider.
CONCLUSION
For data transmissions via geostationary relay satellites a physical round-trip time of minimum 470 ms has to be taken into account in addition to delay times for read-in and conversion. The time delays caused by analog signal conversions in the RS and ground segments can be neglected compared to the physical round-trip time. An other critical element in the whole communication path is the connection of the GS with the UOC and its protocols involved [4, 5] .
With our proposed architecture it is possible to theoretically achieve a round-trip time of approximately 600 ms. The modifications and the elimination of the WAN connection allots to overall time savings of at least 55 ms. Taking into account that the physical minimum is 470 ms, this adds up to savings of approximately 42 %.
For live and interactive Earth observation a total round-trip time of less than 0.8 seconds is desired during a considerable part of every orbit. Our proposed architecture fulfills these requirements, giving a minimum orbit visibility of 50 minutes and a delay time of approximately 0.6 seconds. In order to verify the proposed concept, we are setting up two different projects: BayernSat 
